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RADICALS'IN CHAIN  REACTIONS 

o  0 

/following Is the translation of an article 
entitled ''Radilcaly V Tsepnifch Reaktßiyakh' 
(English version above) by V. V. Voyevodskly 
ar>3~V.' w K*rtPdratr?ev In Usnekhl Khimii (Ad- 
vancos In Chemistry), Vox XIX, Ko 6, Moscow« 
1950,.pages 613-696J 

Russian chemical science has always played a 
leading role in the field of study concerned with the 
velocities of chemical reactions» just as it has in 
aian? other- fields,  Starting; with the works of A.N. 
Bakh» it A. Menshutkin» N. A. Shllov, S.V. Letoedev — 
pioneers In this field — a Rreat number of research 
BPöleets by Russian and Soviet physical chemists 
has ""been dWotöd to the treatment of this subject. 
It has .received an especially wide development In our 
country during the Soviet period, when K.K. Semenov 
created the theory of chain reactions» which has 
formed the hasis of modern kinetics» 

The ixreat significance of the chain theory for 
chemical Kinetics is becoming more and more apparent 
as the study of chemical reactions of various classes 
induces us evermore to see reactions as governed by 
the chain mechanism.  Today we car regard as firmly 
established the fact that to reactions of this type 
belong - alorw. with oxidizing reactions and halogeni- 
Ration reactions - reactions of polymerisation» photo- 
chemical and pyrolitic (cracking) and* apparently, many 
of the catalvtlc reactions. 

The distinfruishtuff, peculiarity of the mechanism 
of chain reactions is the leading role that the active 
,penters of reaction —« free atoms and radicals •»- play _j 



! therein« Due to their high c&ernioal activity,' these    l 

■centers enter comparatively easily- Into chemical Inter- 
action with saturated molecules.  And since free valency 
can "be saturated only as a, result of the- interaction of 
t¥0 radicals (here we have in mind univalent radicals), 

' ■interaction of a radical with a saturated molecule always 
creates a sew radical which» In its own turn» enters into 
interaction with a saturated molecule» and so on* Perio« 

"* die regeneration of radicals in the process of chemical ' - 
Interaction is what lies at the basis of the chain mech- 
anism of reactions« 

The above-mentioned ease of interaction of free 
radicals with saturated-molecules$  as well as the preser- 
vation of free valency In that interaction, resulting; In 
auffielent length of chains, these constitute the reasons 
for the vide prevalence of chain reactions» Therefore* 
despite the fact that the generation.of the initial active 
centersf  which., initiate chains» Involves a great expendi- 
ture of energy' and is, for that reason» a comparatively 
rare- process * the speed of a chain reaction can consider-»* 
ably exceed the speed of a simple reaction»  Let us illus- 
trate what has been said by the following example« 

Examining the thermal reaction of- halogen and hydro« 
gsn, l,e.'- reaction H2 + Xo-——>2HX (X = Cl* Br or I) and 
assuming alongside the simple reaction 

w 10 + Xo = 2HX, (1) 

a chain reaction» vrhieh proceeds in accordance with the 
Nennst mechanism, for the initial stage of stationary re» 
action -"• on the assumption that the initial active centers 
of the chain reaction are the atoms of halogen — we may 
present the summary speed of reaction in the following 
forn« 

v  = 2k1(K2)(X2) -I- 2k2(ii2} //K(X2), 

where ki_ «— the constant of velocity in the simple 
3^00*0 GXÖ10. \, X/ j 

kg —- the constant of velocity in the process 

X *f H0 ~- FIX + H (2) 



r 
and K -- the equilibrium constant for X2     2X. The 
first item in the expression for v .represents the velo- 
city of the simple (^3.)» the sec and item —« the velocity 

■of the chain reaction (wrg). Thus, for the interrelation 
of velocities of both reactions we haves 

W2 

or 

wo 

1 
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where ai 
and- 

*S -"r eü 

are activation heats of processes (1) 
D «... 

? Koal 

ana .üg. 
and- (2 irrespectively, auö D -~ dissociation ■ neat, ■ 

Quantity S = Ei-a^**'^ has the following 
values 1 ~~ 7 Koal (I), + 7 Koal (Br) and -J-01 ^^ (Br) and +21 Seal (Gl),' 
from which it is possible to conclude that, unlike iodine» 
the cha.tr? reaction in the case of bromine .02* chlorine, 
the chain reaction must have &  predominant significance. 
Indeed j, it is known from experiment that the thermal 
reaction of those halogens with, hydrogen follows the - 
chain mechanism,, while the reaction with-iodine Is a 
simple one» 

Prevalence of chain reaction over the simple one 
is especially likely in the case of ramified chains, 
whose coming i/oto-exis'tenee iss aooar« I,]W vJuuvi v Ls' * 

ed with the presence, in the reaction zone,- of molecules 
with divisible bondings {e„g»3, oxygen molecules or 
molecules of an incompletely non-bonded compound, be- 
cause the presence of 5issociable bondings serves as 
a prerequisite for- the possibility of elementary pro» 
cesses in the system — processes which lead to an in- 
crease in the number of free valencies by two units» 

The wide occurrence of chain reactions, and the 
tremendous role played in their raeshaniams 'oj  free atoms 
and radical's, make the study of their che-siiaal proper« 
ties one of the principal tasks of chemical kinetics, 
Despite the large body of research in the field of 
chemistry of free radicals and atomst  and despite eotne 
successes achieved here, much .remains to be done in the 
direction of experimental and theoretical study of spe- 
cific types of elementary reactions which proceed with 
the participation of atoms and radicals, and also in 
the direction of deteraininp; the probability — and. 

i> 
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the re fro s * the velocity -- of reactions of that or- ■ 
another type, especially in-terms of dependence on struc- 
ture of the radical Itself, as well as.of the molecule 
reactinr vrlth it. It is precisely this solution of the 
taes in" question, vrtiioh. has a tremendous theoretical 
and practical importance, that will lead oheuviccCL kine~ ■ 

n A!vyti»a ,"".."F f>.-*l.
,fir,"!pt,iä!1f1S',s «ft ** a f p. *-■ Ofipf5 VI t. »1 

instance,* chemical ther-EO dynamics« 
Tills article represents an attempt at a systeoia- I 

tio examination of those essential data' in  the chemistry' 
of free atocis and radio als 'which, present a special inter- 
est from the view point of-the chain theory of chemical 

ui-voln« to some extent SI''  bf;r0ri 

acaxevea ;u 
clearly ssc 

t.h 1 area, of chemical kinetics, one can 
se the principal paths of its further develop- 

ment and be in a"position from which to formulate with 
more nreoiaion the specific problems whose solutions 
should hasten the resolution 01 the main nr-öblem. 

In the  course of a chain reaction the active cent, 
ers participate in processes of three types 1   initiation, 
development",   and ■ disruption of chains*     Vfi fH f.h in 
min; »bar äivia© all of the material, unaer discus. 
sion here into three parts. 

GHsnesis of Active Center; 

The creation of active centers 
dition for Initiating/chain reactions. 

? the main con- 
Aotive centers 

nre free atons or radicals. In a great number or cases 
this process is connected with molecular hreah-up into 
frafnaents vrtiioh do not possess valency»saturation» In 
the'Joase of incompletely bonded compounds the creation 
of an active center through a partial break .in complex 
raai^ai-öonlirrvs without molecular fission is qnite 
Torohahia* This leads to the appearance of bi-valent 
radical (fci-raäioal). The mechanism of birth of a radi- 
cal is either known with greater or lesser certainty, 
or may he comparatively readily determined, only in the 
fjfsf".$   0~£   'ohotoGi.lSffliO 

1»<r\ t. w'. Ti 

^-"-■< oal reactions«, Here the continuous 
u-u  of chetnioally-active light presents 

fW.i,.4..:ible criterion as to the effect that the initial 
3 lies leal act represents molecular dissociation, 

e*s the breakdown of the latter into raaioaia» in 
the verv sans manner as the discontinued spectrum of 
ahsorotion testifies to the equation of a molecules 
Furthermore, if excitation is connected with the 

aDSoruinioa 

pnoro 

J\ 
A 



1 
transition of the molecule from singlet Cflingletiaoyp] 
atatf» into that of a triple spectral line, a DI-radical 
C*BM?I? i^tn existence as a result of the excitation. 

■      Tbo bj-radical character of molecules activated 
bv 11'"ht vaa for the first ticse postulated oy A.:]. 
Terenir l/. This concept later received experimental 
confirmation in the numerous worfc oi -rer-enia ai^l 
and hie school^ as well as in the wortea of om&r re-   ^ 
jt*j    >H   (fw    *v*f ^fc    ^1   H**\ VS O i 

*'"'"'  ^iS* contrast to photochemical reactions,  the me- 
cbarrism of radical  formation  in  thermal reactions allows 
at"the «resent time only the constructs of more or less 
-r-,b«bii  suooositions.    At any temperature a certain 
P^vnt of free radicals  is  always present in gas  or 
r;" ;V^  ;«  ß rePult of öiesoeiational equilibrium.    How- 
^S;%rte;nne;atnreB below 1000*K}  their concentration 
snathe st>ead of their formation in the process  of sim- 
ple  intercollision between molecules 

RR!   + K = R+R!+I<1 . (M 

(o orjf1 q*   .. radicals;   BRJ   anä K — molecules)  are far 
from alwave sufficient enough"to. lend a chain reaction 
«Stable velocity.    This,   in  .particular,  follows 
f-^r thp catalytic action of various impurl^es an« oo- 
ivroi,>»föops on the soeed of chain reactions,   as  estao- 
VIphedJthroush numerous .experiments.    Theae e^eriaents 
incuce o)iG to swoose that  in the process ox' radica,,o 
formation the simple  exchange of energy plays a sup- 
oroinatc  [secondary]  role  as  compared vita cheaic&l 
interaction» _       ..     -    ,„.., ..n.,r 'tost concerns  the formation of raöica.i.8  o-   *<*/, 
n<- the B^Tole thermal dissociation of molecules aocora- 
SS to  formula  (4)  is  that the. process  at low tempera- 
türkis  aooarently,  valid  oruy in case ox  s«ca °J>fi><f°- 
tlveiv short lived  compounds  as   osone  or some ox  ta« 
rSroxines.    Soecifically,   the well known catalytic  au~ 
tb"^  o-f peroxides   is usually connect.ecl  wilu  one ^c^iuy 
of"tbsJrT dissociation upon radicals or  the HO  type; 
th*!^delation here beins conditioned  oy tne  low dura- 
bility of CDDiiection 0-0.    However,  little  is yet 
known'-about the dissociation oi  peroxioes.     xue ..et 
thot ^vrir^^en neroxlde decomposes  exclusively  on  uc.*a 
surface*  e-en at a temperature of  175°,3 oiakes  the as- öJlir«   I    Aw,,-"-  t-~ h^tPrw?enouF~catPlYtic aecoMposition eumntion,   aooiu. we  neüero&t.uou^  ociv.,.i.^b^ „i^«„ 
of «tber'-oeroxides  as well,  not  improbaole,    Purtner, 
data demonstrating the effect of solvent upon  t.-ne 



kinetics of deeoapositlcm of peroxides is available* 
Thus, for instance, according to fin.ain.3s by a number 
of authors 4/, bersoil peroxide decomposes at a' c!if~ 
'ferent pate in different solvents» whereby the dependence 
of the rate constant OK temperature;, ana ■conseq-.ieritly! 
8.1.30 the; oosr\"'"  of sciios,* loo is vorious solmifs» orovcs 

A 1 es p .-t f Ji •-; *, -1 ■•■-, vs    r.'f   •--„'•"""""i?'! ."!-?    »«•     "nist    ;n ^     "i yi    ^t'hpr.   ^--, r«Y'% f « .^ » w «5 '^  J* u*  V„    ,.* V  »&■ '.->  O .-;. \y ;-^ V ~- >-!   • * *-.    •-' --'> ***  *■"- ^* W' m" ,j   v^ *..>   V Cfl.^"' Ail **y     --' i--.. ^-   4. -_' X.   'i,>  w   V.  '.-  ~-   - • *--■ 

i.     L'Xiui.i    ;.)-     i CÄUJ.Ü fa,-!..o     •*—    3<    h UlSrs wcvU liit-JL    pcii'l)    .,i.ia     .jlttjcu     wM-        j 

Let 'as  also note that,,  apparently,  the fact fre- 
quently ei is cohered by Etaanuel 5/,   ofithe-existence of 
two forrjQ of aoyllic hydrogerokides ,> histinsui&hahle 'by 
*■ --1 A-, 4 -v".     .■*> V< '"'*Y?t^ /■* **5 '1      <~\ r* **■ "1 **r i ^ '•*    *" ■«■■ fl     ^"! j - -i-'s ■* <> 1 1 ~f    "i" v;'" ''■'' ~* *P>** va .'■'■'. '"5 V>! ^     ^--t v*> £; üilfcii     ■».; Xciul^C'üi.i    fio t-,L </ J. ijj-     uiit-    tiiU Uu es,,!, J. ,y     w*;wi«I ijti'ij,1;;    yiic 
Into another, has a closs relation to the probl-sci of de- 
composition mechanise of peroxides«     AccordiTiy  to  Ssanuel 
the ruors sotir© form of h-voroporoxioo  is oisfriii'jUifihsble 
iroo the  lesn  active"one by the. presence of internüoleeu- 
lar hybroyen bondings   in the  first * 

öüfeffiical interaction which leads  to the birth of 
radicals  oar* be presented  In the most general form by 
rasasE of the following elementary processes! 

L'iiJ-';. """■ i It'*   '.-V {'•', S 

it--»*fh.   —   p'."^i'l" 11~' \ 

radicals;  R^ an inactive'radical or 

oc; if'  -•" saourateci ffioxeouiea»    - 
Process   (5)  is?   apparently»  iaoat frequently realiE- 

o  io  the presence of oxygen«.     Thus,   for  instance.   It 
an ho  ossuüiecl that  the birth of radicals  in detonating; 
S,S    IS    CO'iKOCO&O    tv.s.w 

Ii2*02 ~ 20K 

■which io the oost  acvaotageous with, respect to eneryyo 
However'f  we irust rsoard as E nior© fconor'Ol Tfl©ohs,nisB 
vj.t i> :,A^V        ,;.   0,i,   U.lc^; t"-.^'V J-*      Oi        X   CJ/-r. „i.. l^ TX ,t W       Vc .t.   U'l.l        Ui.i.tt        I-JO.-X    if J» ly .1.^/4 tJ 1U U        „> ^ 

,-v-,--tj,'-•.«r-i        "f.'Hs:-.    **T(sAV)r<f-i-i offl    fiYiirpqBafl    VlV    t.flP    "■■"•'?"*sf r-f? '-t * V^f ... j..   '."   )■-.   O  s..*.   S? V5..t,W illljU   iU^U.!f   Ü-Ü V"-t.~;.J.{.    V.-  s.j   !.J   v.-   -J W    V W!-nL'^( ■...-  J.   W   W  ^/  ^.^   I''    t! 

RH+Oo  ™ 'R4HO0 i f J 

ihieiysy of s;ctivation of this process,  apparently», differs 
little fro:a its  thermal, effect, which aio.y be estimated 
a.o tO-50 Kilooram-'Oalories.     Therefore *   the rate  of 



process (7) raust considerably exceed the rateof any given' 
process connected with simple dissociation of the mole- 
cule, i.e., with a disruption of bonds usually requiring 
"an energy expenditure of 60, TO kilogram-calories," and 
more« 

The initiating role of oxygen becomes obvious when 
comparison is aade between temperature conditions in the 
course of pyrolisis processes and the slow oxidation of 
one and the same compound. And indeed, while pyrolltic i~ 
reactions proceed at a. measurable rate only at'tempera- ' 
tures:of 500° and higher, the'oxidizing reactions can -« 
as a rule — be readily realized even at 300°. Further, 
one can point to the catalytic action of oxygen in the 
processes of oxygen cracking, in which additions of oxy- 
gen considerably hasten the process. 

Proof Of the appearance of free radicals occurring, 
during interaction with oxygen lies in Experiments for 
study of thermal disintegration of the compounds 
OHjCHO and GD3ODQ6« Carrying out the process under ex- 
tremely pure conditions, without the least trace of ad- 
mixture {especially oxygen), we find that its rate is 
not great (t = 500^0) and the final product is the mix», 
tore CO+GH4+OD4 mixed- deuteroraethanes are absent« But 
when the reaction is conducted in the presence of traces 
of oxygen, its rate increases sharply; and in the re- 
action products we obtain a balanced mixture of all 
deuterosethanes« These experiments demonstrate that a' 
temperature of .500° is insufficient to produce-a dis- 
integration of aeetaldehyde into radicals, and that, 
therefore the reaction CH3CHO' = CH4+C0 proceeds along 
the lines of the mechanism of simple reactions, and very 
slowly at that« Exchange of deuterium does not occur» 
But in the presence of oxygen (or of other active ad- 
mixtures) free radicals eanbeformed at the same temp- 
erature; the process follows the chain pattern, i.e.,' 
considerably faster, and since free radicals can very 
readily exchange atoms H and D with surrounding molecules 
-~ mixed deuteramethanes are formed as a result of the 
process* •■       ' ■" ' 

Experiments lust described are in fair agreement 
with findings of Shtern and Polyak j/t  concerned with 
the study of slow thermal oxidation of propylene and 
propane. These authors came to the conclusion that 
the possibility of chain process of oxidation of those 
hydrocarbons at temperatures as low as 300-400° is 
conditioned 'specifically by the circumstance -that the 
formation of initial radicals in the mixture RH+Og is 

Z. 



noticeably facilitated thanks to reaction ^7). 
fhe sare authors point out that as temperature 

is increased, men  in mixtures with a large amount of 
OOj the oroeeas of pyrolieis doiaiDatss over oxidation« 

'" iii natural'" that evro BIS all aMitione of i- "  " 
sbrrplp hasten the crosliap pro a es a, 

*i7..-.•'* 1 ^i-,ir"-> si» 8-1 &^ iri'lica-tiou? of the prest role 
of traces of oxygen in the initiation of chain reaction 
of w&ter-.-ao coäve-rsian 8/. 

However, process T5) can also play a substantial 
part as- a source of the homos©«ouB Initiation of radi- 
cals ever, in the case of chain reactions proceeding 
without the oartio loot ion of oxygen, In particular, 
the roesibilihvp that the 'birth of radicals in  thermal 
ool;voerioatioh of pure substances ia ocnaitloued^by pre- 
'oIselT this oroeess, is not excluded.  Reeoar-ch ID to 
kiretios and'" tho mechanism of thermal polymerization 
leads us to the conclusion that the abrupt torniration 
of oolymaric chains occurs most often as a result of 
-processes of disproportionation (see below, part III), 
which can be cieoiotea by means of the following general 
sheten% 

i„/ ;.\. .^ i. u "**    v - v 

/vi.r-O 

a 

Hero  the cause of  the  disappearance  of  two  raclh» 
fihP-,   leaching to  the disruption of two polymeric ehaios 
Is  the removal of an atom H from one radical to another. 
The 1 o-i-r firisrv-.v of activation of üisoroportioaatior pro-» 
rftSFÄ.fcf   tfsn^liv amounting to oalr a few Pilograra-~oalories 

h- facility of this transfer 9/«    Therefore (** p.  T- A :" „ 

H fror one molecule to another, i.e., the birth of two 
radicals froa interaction of molecules, should occur 
with a sirnifleant probability, anä the alivatior energy 
of this orocoos mrat he close to the heat of the r-eac-« 
f1on'«;nd':'rL~oro::i^atelT eoual to the difference between 
toe erorrie's of connections 0=0 and C - 0 (—-40 kilosram» 
oaloriesh Thus, for instance, the birth of radio als 
irj theioral Tiolyaierization of pure hydrocarbons of the 
ethylene series oan be expressed through the following 



processr 

iio "" 0 — wu» 
K  K 

Rt •~*> ViJ,:,;. 

RfHC = G - CR 
H ■ H 

..    ^ 
y           1 t 

! H       H 
R'C  -   C  -   CR 

H       F 

Competing with this prooeas is9 apparently, this process 

RO V  —  VI ISA 

H 

w 
~> I Pf! 

H  H 

!U.r 

K 

•which leads to the birth of a M-radical'. 
As examples of molecules with, a lesser or greater 

extent of radical uro-periies there may serve'the mole- 
cules 1x0 ana hOg* "Specially, not excluded Is the possi- 
bility that catalytic action of nitrogen dioxide in .re- 
actions.of slow oxidation of'hydrocarbons is conditioned 
by the process 

RH+NO2 = R+HH02 

which represents an illustration of process (6). The 
binding energy of atos H in  a molecule of nitric acid,, 
eauallins several tens of fcllograra-oalories, gives a 
stiergiv ^&ln ae compared with the simple disintegration 
of the KII molecule" into R and H, as a result of which 
radicals R in the presence of KO2 are formed with great 

All of the foregoing concerning birth of radicals 
-oerta; in equ. a decree to reactions occurring in both 
"-as^ouf* <md  liquid chases,  Soeoial conditions fävor- 
?uole>or"t!ie birth, of radicals are to be found in solu- 
tlona <-.? e3ectrolvtes. -The soeolfios of this process 
in  ths ionized medium of the electrolyte is condition- 
en bv the nar-ileiostio'n :,f ions in it and by the read- 
iness of transfer" on the part of the electron frots^one 
•particle to another. Dissociation of a molecule with 
the participation of the electron, leading to the 

Q 



1 
formation of a free radical, 1B well-known for the 
gaseous phase» where this process -» In the case of slow 
electrons 10/ -« runs its course as followsj 

Here X stands for the electronegative at on or radical« 
Polyvalent ions often serve as source of electrons It? 
solutions, Tholr presence does, in particular, condi- 
tion the catalytic" action of salts. Thus« for instance 
according to a'fairly widespread conception, 
'0(5-0 6 01 "GLlC hiain reaction of catalytic decomposition 
-s'P hivrr'Y-'•>■'■•'>•>'■"■    Vi p >"*0 X'" Ö v'    h'^ P £).''!-8 '"il > 1 +'. rtf ' 1. U U X A. V. *.' 

T 1 / •orocess^j-v 

HoOo he        +  Oh'+ün 

analooouo to the nrocess (S), Let us farther indicate 
that/~aocorchw; to Keber and tfiilstoltier 11/ the birth 
of  radicals   in organic  reactions  in general,   m  enayraa- 
tic  reactions-in particular, 
with the 

materialises  in 
xllov/ins. general aechanisa: 

RH + he8**   = R+H'+'&e' * 

\ oros,ocn 

fo) 

:ae lüi^üiiüj, action of surfaces also plays  a 
vary  important  role  in  the  kinetics  of chain reactions 
The' 'oospihilitv  of the  genesis   of radicals on  the  sur- 
face* vmh  their  subsequent  flight  into volume  is  most 
clearly fieoonstratet  through Polyahovhs  e 

.ran ran <S & S3 Q p- &J 

*    „I. Li   KJO'-I-A      *.■ Jt. \J* U- Ji- C.<< .!>.  JS 

He sooooc taat nyorogen activateo oy ; 
all the urouerties of atooic hydrogen 
Iß oa-oahie of initial:.icy a chain reaction of oxidation. 
Also iucioati-ve, in that sssse, is the known experiment 
of haber nne Alyea 1.4/ with crossed jets of hydrogen 
ana oxygon* both heated in advance,  In the oonlitioris 
of this'exrerloert Ignition occurred only when a quarts', 

rhe spot where the jest crossed. TOO introduced at 
it an at be noted that this experiment perouos 

a dual interpretation, because the possibility of ex- 
plaining the" igniting action of the'rod in ters;s_ of 
aerooynouio factors (compression of gases when the jei 
hits the surface of the rod) is not excluded,  TV 
tiatinr action of surfaces in the role of catalyst nag 
auite oenvinoinnly demonstrated in the experiments by 
Ebvalbskiy 15,/* ' Measuring the distribution of tempera 
tur-ö along the radius of a cylindrical container of 

X UM' 
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ifc/ -L 

i,a 

reaction» under- the conditions of a catalytic reactions! 
it) nroc^sP, (the catalyst was applied to a thin rod plac- 
ed upon the axis of the container of reactionf ordi- 
^e^ti-v u^nr the inner surface of the container;,' 
^i?i<«;,rr frv.no1 that in a number of reactions (Ho-s-Oo, 
CH^+Oo. "c?H-;+0o and others) the sreater part of neat 
w»s «diWö :gtbin the volume of the container, -^'rorn 
thiP'follows the unavoidable conclusion that the role 
of the heterosenous catalyst in the case or those .re-  — 
ao^i nnq is r^uced to merely venerating active centers, 
which then enter the volume fron; the surface of_the 
cstalvst and stimulate a homogenous chain reaction. ^ 

w The clarification of the aechanisa of the oiroü ^ 
i^aicals on hard surfaces must apparently be approaoa- 

d SIPO fro- the chemical view point, postulated earlier 
this article.  The prevalent role of chemical factors 

in the -oroceRS of catalytic action of surfaces is ob- 
vioüR froai the exceptional' specificity of catalytic 
oroceeaes. Sxaainins the activating action of surfaces 
ap a r-esult of chemical interaction between x.ne activat- 
ed «ubst-ance ana the catalyst,it is not difficult to 
show that the birth of the radical on the surfaces must 
be thersoa^iaraically more advantageous as coaparect to 
eimple association'of a molecule into radicals. Indeeo, 
prpppntin^ the summary process of heterogenous-oatalytlc 
birth of the radical in the form of equation 

RR' + X = R+R'K (1°) 

(« — C8tsl*'st* P'K chemisorption product of radical R1 ), 
we 9?e that'-orooess (10 *ives a gain in energy (equal . 
to  the auantitv of energy educed in the formation ol 
exothermic compound R'K) as compared to process (4J. 
Let us note the chemical nature of process (10.) 
i« -ciose tn the homosenous-catalytic process oi typeW,. 

Processes (1) and (7) also have a comson aspect? 
ovln- to the ^reservation of even-nuffibered valency in 
t.iifi "reaotini". svstem, two free valencies spring up as a 
^p~uH of each" of these processes. In the case of the 
brn^naus process (7) both valencies belong to two 
radicals (R and Hog); wtille in the case of the tietero- 
«enotss process «- to the volume-entering radical R and 
to the chesisorbed radical Rf. Thus, as a result of 
process (TO), the surface of the catalyst obtains new 
pnooertiea, which have a substantial significance m 
the"kinetics of "heterogeneous-catalytic reactions. In f 
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partlcular? the possibility is not excluded, that, 
as observed in a, number of cases,   the increase in the 
activity of a catalyst in the process of an occurring 
r-ea.ot.iDn conditioned, to some extent, by precisely 
euch alteration of its surface. 

~~f 

mvsiopmenx   OJ 

.•J. V «3      Ü Cf Ulf r~"C"^ ■ - sree atoms ana r&aieais,, aa?~ 
lop epruny into existence by one way or anothsi 
given ehenieal system, -- are the initiators of chains, 
the lenyth of which is determined by conditions of the 
reaction in process»  In the oo.se of non-ratified. 
"hain reactions, the äevelopaent of chains is condition» 

^P*, f"i fc ft,. O. oi   the  following troe 

+ n 

(*■ is&fority of reactions (in parrioulor, reactions oi 
haloyeoation and pyrolisls), or by the process of 

n  +  p z~ Mft, 

Ail i 

he 

Ti 7'oe 

f i o s 

lieh lies  at  the base  of the isecbarrlsm  of  a. large 
5oup of reactions  of polymerization and  is  also  one of 
•e basic processes  in slow oxidation  reactions»    For 
i--      irivCti        VO!,Cjt?      Wfc       llaVt       USt'J        Lila       XCUL'fel       Ai       l;J      ■-!« a J.;;;,..!.<i i.^- 

io exyyso eoic'0'ui.e» 
Process (12) is obviously possible only when the 

elecnie M has divisible number of connections (such 
P in particular, On molecules, molecules of olefina, 
ic)j because only under this condition is the foraation 
:' the PR radical possible, 

lou35 pnoiary radicals, entering into a reactions 
'eats new radicals -- the secondary ones» fhe latter, 
5 their own turn» yo through a chemical traneformation, 
id so on. As result of that, a certain amount of vari- 
es radicals ia formed in the reacting mixture; the 
?riety of those radicals being determined by the degree 
r complexity of the chemical mechanism of the reaction, 
long all the radicals, bi-valent radicals occupy a 
• eoial place —» their interaction with, saturated mole- 
lies produces two univalent radicals each time* The 



1 
appearance of bi-valent radicals is always connected 
with an increase in the number of free valencies» which 
is the'basic requirement for the branching out of chains, 
So in the presence of molecular oxygen  the number of 
free -valencies Increases as result of the fission of mo- 
lecule Oo wlierj interacting with a univalent radicals 

t> ■t- 02 = RO+0 (13) 

Detection of oxygen atoms in various flames 16/ 
may be viewed as proof that process (13) actually occurs 
ir/burning reactions» The oxygen atom thereby coming 
info existence, interacts with the molecule of the fuel 

0 + RH.= -R+0H  . (14) 

as result of which there 'is formed a hydroxyl ana a se 
cond radical, also univalent. Summing up processes (1 
ana (14), we obtain the following brutto-equation 

R + 02 + KH = RO + OH + R. 

Thus a as result of these processes, alongside the 
regeneration of radical R, there"emerge two new radicals 
which leads to the ramification of the chain, 

where 

a te^eerature of 400-50CP this reaction haß a 
siderable seeed, which follows from the possibility o 
realizing the burning of hydrogen at these tenpera-, 
tares 1?/ 

"""in"the case of other univalent radicals, owing 
w 0, lower energy of connection R-0 (as compared to H-0) 
oroceas (13.) becomes highly endotherraic and therefore 
oust have a noticeable speed only at temperatures con- 

to 
"0 

siderably higher than 500°, 
Indeed, in the case of hydrocarbon radicals» ior 

inptanoe, since the bond energy"0-0 amounts to 70-80 
kl">o*ra«i-calorieB, activation energy for process {l}) 
emerges as a Quantity of--'50 kilogram-calories. Hence, 
for the probability of this process, i.e., for tue 
relation" of an effective number of collisions R+0?    . 
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full number of collisions at 500°, there emerges 
a quant it;/ smaller than 10"* 3-^. Because of this, "it 
is not very probable that in the slow oxidation of 
hydrooarbunsg i«e„j. in a reaction proceeding at 300«400D. 
atoms of o:;v.y/en could spring op in any perceptibly 

':'"■/■■ T '}"■?'! ■" *o 7   ■*--. <-f ,"■; ■ - v..'-■"' " *>n -''  *'i ■!"  ''i  c.i ~P '<"' ''i j"t "^ c '--\ ^" 1 "i?" >~: 'a; ' ' ."i  "!' j"^ ' '.-A ■"• *\ -v "^' 11 v-/'i uul U..st;.;.;;!j  v
F^iv.U. I. .j.iiiÄ c*- ?./ -j:;l £■; >./ i. J.. iO j.. *c *-l yjL J/  <...i,.L£-;.',X  u'.; ::';'c: 'y,»iUb f 

oroooss (13) nag' be rogardod as too basic racily ins 
processs then the ramification mechanism in iou-teap» 
orature reactions of slow- oxidation_3iust be different, 

Ramifications Lbranching off] say also be asso- 
ciated' with such exothermic processes, the energy of 
which transforms itself into chemical energy of neul 
formen free atom a or radicals» It is highl; 

i',     ,:'M *-\-,^ ^ ^ t~>     -1 n     '\ •v^Ty r<* a v;     ^ i?     f" rt V"i/^. 3 "f-'1 /";i rv. /.::•, c-    Vt "*■    i~ r"; A     0^-' , 

tr. 

that ramified: icna in the reactions of burning of ti: 

lowing process; 

ö 4- CO + Co = COo + 20 + 0,1 tg-oal» 

foe presence of ramifications in reactions of 
slow oxidation of hydrocarbons is brought out by a num- 
ber of facts pertaining to the phenDtnonolcyy of these 
react lorn*  First, of all, their speed daring the initial 
tirae-stage conforms to the law .^T*. which is reflected 
in the 3-shaped torts,  of the kinetic curve in the pre- 
sence of a more or less sharply pronounced induction 
period,  furtherj in the case of these reactions, ob~ 
.serrable are oaximal phenomena characteristic of rati- 
fied chain reactions, which, in particular, find expres- 
sion in the existence of sharply defined areas of cold-» 
floose burning, as well as in the fact that the reaction 
of slcu oxidation usually terminates nay before the 
reagents are totally spent.  It was also established in 
sons cases that rato of a roaotioa changed sh&raia with 
change in the diameter of reaction container or uhen 
pressure urns changed in a container with a constant 
dianeter 13/ However, the slow soeed of sluu oxidation 
reaction leada os to the conclusion that these reactions 
oonforn to a chain mechanism which is different from 
the usual neebanIsm of ratified chain reactions. Accord, 
ing to Sesvonov 19/ -~ "the basic chain in these cases 
develops with an unusual speed (he,, very rapid) and 
is not" accompanied by ramifications In the sense usually 
accented by us,*' However, "as result of reaction in 
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this primary chain there is formed not the final, but  * 
some- intermediate, relatively .durable» product of re- 
action.. This intermediate product, accumulating in 
the basic gas, begins itself subsequently to react in 
an independent manner* supplying end-products. However, 
infrequently and at the expense of the energy of this 
secondary reaction, centers are created capable of 
starting anew the chain of the primary reaction". Those 
secondary chains of Semenov he calls "chains of de- 
generated ramification." 

Characteristic peculiarity of the reaction of ' 
■slow oxidation of hydrocarbons lies exactly in the wide 
variety of products of the intermediate type, which 
are formed in the course of reaction alongside the 
end-products of oxidation 00» CÖ2* H?0.  'fith the se- 
condary reactions of any one of those intermediate pro- 
ducts can namely be connected the degenerated ramifica- 
tions, 

'The possibility of the radiation, in reactions 
of slow oxidationj of the considerable energy necessary 
for the creation of secondary active centers,■emerging 
through the mechanism of degenerated ratification, fol- 
lows directly from data of the spectral analysis of 
cold flaroes. According to these findings, approximate- 
ly SO kilogram-calories are educed within the cold flaae 
in the fora of electronic radiation energys and the sole 
carrier of the spectrum of that radiation, in the case 
of the cold flame hydrocarbons and of other organic 
matter (aldehydes, ether), is the excited molecule., of 
formaldehyde.  The fact, that the energy of excitation 
of formaldehyde (?6 kg-eais) is very close to the dif- 
ference of the bond energies for 0=0 and G~0(70 kg- 
calories) makes quite possible the supposition that the 
excitation of the molecule HC2R0 is connected with its 
transformation into the bi-radical K20-O. In favor 

of this supposition we have the proximity of the fre- 
quency of the valental fluctuations HgCte—»0(1187ex"' ).. 
aroused by the molecule of formaldehyde, to the fre~ " 
auenacy of the valental fluctuation of the molecule of 
jnethylalcohol (1030 cAC' )# , 

* The frequency of the dually bonding 0=0 amounts to 
■^-1720 oMri    In particular, the valency fluctuation 
H2ö*">%0 in a noraal molecule of HCHO has a frequency 
equalling 1?44 CM~1' 
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,i,aau J. ac i i-aaa out fcAyiuS-iiusi J! uilfc .aOiec a.Lc ti^s.aJ is 
connected precisely with the group ^3==Q, follows' also 
from the^aear coincidence of the regions of absorption 
l^v*« ) ;0 v    i'i. /     X i *    v,l.XJ»    ■-.- X      w -*-W    t.'i A vi-fe Wify U ;; c;     ot-Lv-A    -h-^ *« w ü ■■«•o # -i. ,*, it z%X ™- 

■ ,*■-* /"n", ='-i ■!■■= O '**   *   "W,-'-, "*   TV      n ^1" »': 1   1        '■/' ''i *M1 O <1       ="\ "f"'      "f- J'1; £-       ?:■ b-C '*i"t*^"'". ';"  '*   ■"tT'i       ■'"* '"s *w ■ J '-'-• b* ',..■.,.?. -'.. J io J-, v ;,y „i., y       ci HüA ,i-. X      V aj.tt'C-O     -„J X       Uut;     *,>«/ *,.< .A;.   ^ ; a ,r, „1 li     u ■,.,' ww 

dioatlon of the triplet character of the electronic    — 
level of the aroused soleeule«, 

If therefore the supposition about the bl-radioal 
structure of the excited moleeale of formaldehyde can 
bo regarded ae to some extent substantiated, then froa 
this re oust oaie the sutgeqoeof conclusion that the 

«rations, the conclusion abDut the impossibility of the 
excitation of the already foraed molecule HGhO or, that 
ODleeale of HGhO which is forrea from sore ooro complex 
;:noleoale (or radical), containing a ready group >*C=C 
derives also frDG the fact that in the case of foroalcte--. 
hyoe itself no cold flaoe ie observed.  Consequently, 
we oust conclude that tie arousec! molecule of foraaloe- 
bode in fereei ae a result of direct interaction of sooe 
elver atoa ;>f carbon with oxygen.  The carbon here is 
öonreoled only alth atoos H arc C\  As far an the spe- 
cific cheoical oechanism of this interaation is soncern- 
eij for the uni-teroi solution of this prooiem at toe 
present time re ho not have at our disposal the neces- 
sary exporiaental data.  It is .possible, however,, that 
the'hnovoi point of departure here is represented by the 
folio Mill's,  fact established by Stern and loiyah j/. 
loose authors, l>y  the method" of introducing various 
adxiixturso Into the mixture of propylene and oxygen^ 
have ciiscorereu that ac et aldehyde plays ao erceptional- 
ly ie;portao.t role aa a positire catalyst of the re- 
act ion of slow oxidation of propylene, (and also of pro- 
oane}* Fror there, they had arrived at the conclusion 
that the ratifications peneratec3 in this reaction aust 
be eorneotec with the preseoce of Ch^OHO*  In view of 
^ Xn, ~      .£■>...,....i,      a.!,.-..;.       r., f.  - .t- r. *E ,Z >-fcl^<TrA ^      •* ^     "\ <~y„r~ ^ y*    ^y,     C; ''f''-'1 ' j A T*'     n"i"^n"^i-v*/ l.-tiS    i jiO L     ouclL    aOfc uaXU«:;tl V C.fc     J.U    isjistil     y.-.     oi!^lAt/i     yj_uts.ii -• J~~' 
ties   is  foraeci   in aany oryanic  oxidiziny reaotions,  it 
car be viewed  as   ore  of the basic  substances   vdiich con- 
dition the  raaifioatiotis  of chains«     It coay be  assusaed 
that  the radicals  CK^CO,  which spring up aa  a result 
of the splitting off"of one atom H from molecule j 
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1 
CH3CHO (e.«., as a result of the process CH3UEÖ + 02 = 
CH^CO + HO'-.)» or radicals OH3, which, are formed through 
a is integration of CH3CO and are precisely- those radicals 
whose direct interaction with molecular oxygen leads to 
the formt ion of an aroused molecule of f ormaldehyde; 

^n.Äuü   +  Op   —  auriU     +   OO   T  uu 

or . 

GHg + Og = HÖKO*   + OH    * 

As a result of these processes there emerge, in- 
et ear1 of one dieaooearing radical, the new radical OH 
and hi«radical K2C-O, which does lead to the possibility 

1   I 
of the ramification of chains«. 

•The ratification, conditioned by the participation 
in the reaction of bi-radlcal H2C-0 or of some other bi 

radical, e,?;,, HRC-CR'H, may be presented by the follow» 
ing process     ] | 

H'lO-CR'K -4- R«H = RH?0»GR*H + R
H.        (15) 

processes of type (15) may have substantial signi- 
ficance* in reactions of crackins" and of polymerisation. 

As was already noted, the ramifications in reac- 
tion? of the alow oxidation of organic substances play 
mer-elv a secondary oart. The fundamental significance 
in the mechanism of these reactions belongs In the pro-, 
cesses connected with the development of simple non- 
raaiified chains 

Ui_~ -    
dicals with the raolecule of the fuel or vutti 
of stable Intermediate substances which spring up In ttie 
course of oxidation» The low energy of activation, ■ ^ 
which is the oronerty of exchange-reactions of radicals, 
m)B7.pi]te»ü KTT«eat- sneed of the orocess (11). Process (lk^ 
OJavs f'He basic role in the interaction of radicals with 
rpöl^oular oxvwen,  thus  essentially representing the 

«IroTlad Lewis 20/, on the basis of considerations of en- 
S ergy, regard the first of these processes as the source^ 
'•• *of the aroused  formaldehyde;- 
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first stage of oxidation. The constant of speed of    ' 
this process (h) can "be presentee; as • 

k = .k>  r 

t*Tf    ' (16) 

where kg la the constant of the speed of the formation 
of the quasi-tnoleoule RO2 when R and O2 go through a 
mutual collision;t   is the average span of the life 
of the qnasi-roolecule, determinable by the probability 
of its self-induced disintegration, into R and 02? T>*-~.~- 
average time span between two stabilising and coinciding 
collisions of the quasi-raoleoule with any. other mole- 
cule * The quantity off/) is apparently in^rcsverse pro- 
portion to the general pressure p. 

Expression (16) gives the following maximal values 
of the constant k; 

k = kg-fc and h = fe2s which occur 
correspondingly at T^r^ and at t "^Tp  ,    The first of 
these -maximal, values is obtained at low press-urea or in 
the case of quasi-molecules formed from atoms or from 
simple radicals. In this ease time T differs little 
'fro a the average duration of the double coinciding colli- 
sion, i.e., it has the magnitude of the order 1CTÄ s©„, 
condBj and because at pressures of the order of one at», 
.raospbere and at temperatures of several hundred degrees 
the time T/> amounts*to 10'"*3, seconds, we haveJ-^ciO'™^ , 
Thusj in this case ( T"**i£, T"/» ), the constant 2 turns out 
as proportional to pressure, and process {12} is tri- 
Sölecular*. A uell-studied example 12/ of such a process 
is the formation of radical HO2 frora H and Og, 

As the number of atoms increases in the quasi» 
moleoule the time T Qvsvis  owing to the increase of the 
number of vibrations! degrees of freedooij which secure 
a. great facility of energy distribution within the quasi- 
molecule. In the case of a sufficiently complex quasi« 

' molecule f say significantly exceed^/» ana the constant 
k will become practically equal to the bi-iEolecul&r 
constant fcp. Process (12) in the ease of the majority 
of ornonic radicals conforms apparently to the bi-moie- 
oular leu, " 

The radical ROo, whioh comes into existence in 
the process.(12), enters into chemical interaction as 
per scheiße (11); with other ooleoules., in the first 
place with the molecule of the original fuel, as a     , 



JL r result of which peroxide is forced and also a new radi- 
cal~hydroperoxide in the case of the reaction 

HOo + R'H = RDOH + R* (1?) 

ana ai-perosias «- in 

A 3lT?« OR's 

>      However, it aust be noted that process (18) is . 
apparently materialised with a significantly smaller pro- 
bability than process (1?) vhich5' in particular.» can be 
judged when processes (17 and 18) are compared with ana- 
logous -»roc ess es* 

i 

an d 

+ R!K = HH + R' (19) 

R + R'RH = RR! + RM. (20) 

Thus, for instance-, Akeroyd and Horrish 21/ have found 
that, the photooiieaioal decomposition of formaldehyde, 
ac8taldehyde and acetone at high temperatures conforms 
to the chain mechanism only in the case of aldehydes-.. 
The absence'of chains in the photolysis of acetone must 
apparently be connected'with the low probability of the 
rrocess 

u5 CH^COCH^ = CpHfi * CH^GO. 

.naeecij u recisclv in a number of studies dedicated to 
the investigation of reaction in the mixture D + Dg + 
OKyR at low'temperatures, it is observed that methane, 
detected in the*reaction products, is deuterated from 
70-90^ -22/» Inasrauch as at these temperatures CH4» in 
the presence of atoms of B is not deutsrated, this re» 
suit points to the low velocity of the process: 

D + GH3R = OH3D + H« 

The scheme which was. offered for the primary stage 
of the reaction of slow oxidation is confirmed through 
numerous observations, according to which the peroxide 
is indeed the main product "at the first stage of oxida- 
tion of organic substances 23/, 24/, 

As far as the subsequent fate of the initially- 
forming peroxide is concerned, in view of the infrequent 
raaiifications of their further transformation in the 
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case of low-moleoular hydrocarbons, a characteristic 
for reactions of slow oxidation, it must in the main 
lie in the fission into saturated molecules» which form 
themselves either as a result of self-induced disinte- 
gration of the peroxide or as a result of its Interac- 
tion with oolecules of the initial substance or of any 
intermediate substance. 

As was shown by Ivanof 23/, when the photochemi- 
cal oxidation of high-molecular hydrocarbons occurs, 
there- are formed quite-stable peroxides capable of fur- 
ther oxidation with the formation'of blatomio peroxides, 
The fission of peroxides as well as the further oxida- 
tion of substances formed in this process produces 
aldehydes alcohols, acids, H2O, 00, CQ2, etc«, —. the 
whole"scale of highly varied products of the slow oxi- 
dation of organic matter. 

The formation of peroxides apparently does not 
represent the sole method of transformation of radical 
RDos Another oosslble avenue — the disintegration 
of'"this radical to the point of its transformation into 
oeroxide— cannot be regarded as excluded, especially 
if we take into consideration the increased energy 
store of the cruasi-moleoule ROg. As a result of the , 
disintegration of the latter or of the stabilized radi- 
cal ROa'foreed from it there comes into existence a 
new radical and a saturated molecule* It is possible 
that the formation of aldehydes at various points of 
reaction, as observable in a number of cases, is con- 
nected with the very direct disintegration of RO2 or 
R.Oo. The above stated reaction of radical OK3CO with 
molecule Oo — is one of the probable schemes of rami- 
fication of chains — may also be regarded as an example 
of such a sort of disintegration of the quasi-molecule 

''*   ' it is especially interesting to note here the 
the possibility"of a change of the direction of the re- 
action bv the method of adding substances which readily 
give UD atom H. Thus, for instance, in the oxidation" 
of hydrocarbons (C0H6, C3H3 and others) at low tempera- 
tares there aoimrently dominates the disintegration of 
radical SDo, which leads to the break up of the skeleton 
and the emergence of comparatively small molecules of 
oxvpen containing products, (HCHO, OH3OH, OH3OEO and 
others). But in the nresence of HBr the radical EO2 
aooarentl^ doss not disintegrate hut easily transforms 
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r itself Into hyäroperoxide, forming atoms of Br which 
regenerates the radical R and the molecule KBr as ner 
reaction- 25/. 

3r + RH ~ R  + HBr 

Therefore,» in the presence of H3r in the capacity of 
stable intermediate products of oxidation ne get" not 
HCHO, CH3OKO, etc.j but a, higher-molecular oxygen-* 
containing compound (e.g., acetone in the oxidation 
of propane)* 

One should not think that such a dualisa in pro- 
perties, namely, the possibility of an entering into re- 
action of the inter-exchange type (IT) and of disinte- 
gration, is characteristic only for radicals containing 
oxygen. The saaie dual tendencies manifest the-nselves 
quite distinctly also in the case of free hydrocarbon 
radicals hhieh are formed in the course of various corn- 
plex reactions (oxidation, cracking, halogenation)s 
the dissociation of metal alky'ls, ©to, 

Free radicals with the largest number of carbon 
atoms (GK3, G2H5) possess a very great reaction capabi- 
lity In the sense that they can very easily enter Into 
reactions, ulth other molecules'26/,' Their average life- 
span is therefore quite small (of the order of 10"'^ se- 
conds),, For more complex radicals the life-span also 
proves to bo small, but it Is determined by 0, different 
cause -~ not the reaction capability in the common sense 
of the word but by the low stability with respect to 
disintegration, Thus, for instance, It vraa shnon fov 
direct experiments 2jJ  that the radical CH3-CH2-OH2- 
alreaoy at a temperature of 4-00° disintegrates "extreme- 
ly readily Into OK3 and C0H4«  The activation energy of 
disintegration equals 19 kilogram-calories. 

In the caoe of higher-molecular radicals of such 
types the speed of disintegration increases even more, 
which correspondingly leads to a diainuitlon of the av- 
rt* Y* O <'■■' sO  1 "1 "''Cit^.  Ü"'ir!'^ 

\..; </ :. substantial distinction in the chemical 
properties of various radicals of one of the ease homo- 
logical series can be connected with the varied character 
of the interaction of the free valency electron with. 
the remaining electrons and nuclei of the radical. In 
small radicals this electron Is sufficiently mobile and 
therefore its external activity predominates. It strives, 
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"1 to form a pair with the electrons of'atoms of those 
molecules with uhich the siven radical collides. As 
a result of such behavior on the part of the valency 
electron we find the great reactiveness of these parti- 
cles* ID hiphor^raolecular radicals the electron» under 
ths influence of the remaining electrons and nuclei, is 
drawn inward vitfrin the radical itself and its outward 
activity decreases. In this it can facilitate the self« 
induced disintegration of the radical, This process 
of disintegration can'be schematically presented in the 
following manners 

H« ÜX&j &   —*>- Hi V* + C: :C*       {01} 
ii 

ii H  H 

The strong interaction of the valency electron 
with the remaining particles -in the radical does not al- 
ways lead to the disintegration of the latter. In some 
cases, e,g6» in the presence in the radical of double 
bonds'or of a system, of conjugated double bonds [sopryaz- 
hennye dvoynye sbyasi.-],. such an interaction leads, on 
the contrary, to a"stabilization of the radical 23/.' 
For an examplej we can compare n-propylic and aluminum 
radicals? 

-OK0-CH2-CH3 and ~Ch2~CH ~ CH2. 

While.the n-propyl has a tendency towards self.« 
induoed disintegration, it is known, that allyl is rather 
a stable and low-activity radical** We can judge this» 
if noecl be» by the fact that propyiene exerts a consider- 
ably greater breaking influence on a number of complex 
reactions (of disintegration and oxidation), than, for 
example, iso'butane.  This can be partly connected 'with 
the greater inertial property of the allyl radical (Of. 
part three), > 

Similarly to the determining of the character of 
hydrocarbon oxidation through the cheialcal properties of 
radicals of the HO2 type, the above-described mechanism 
of disintegration of hydrocarbon radicals (21) allows 

* See 26/, naue 316. 
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"1 
us to exolaln a number1 of .. peculiarities of the homo-  8 

«oneotis loypolysis (oraeking) of hydrocarbons at high 
temperatures 30/, According to mofletta concepts, crack- 
ing is a chain*process« Without stopping here to dis- 
eiiis various proofs for this proposition and vifhout ■ 
sto'D'oies hep© to d.&al with the character of various re« 
actions"of chain genesis (Cf, part one)f let us merely 
note that according to this theory the basic process, 
leading to the breaking of the C-C bond in the hydro«.  "" 
carbon ' skeleton 5, is the disintegration of the radical 
through a r>roeess of the {21} type» The oraeking prosess 
may be schematically described in the following manner«, 

Under the influence of some .external action (radi- 
cal), free atom, Irradiation, homogenous catalyst) one 
of the least firmly cotraeoted K atoms breaks off from 
the molecule EH.  Radical E* thus formed, disintegrates 
in accordance, with, reaction (21)„ forming an olefine 
molecule sncl a new radical H1* If this radical also 
possesses a low .stability, it disintegrates farther, etp. 

In or«er to explain the composition of products . 
of vapor-phaae cracking it is also assumed 31/' that 
the radioal of type 

• -CH?~CH2-CH2" *** ~CH2 

can regrotro itself hy means of ths transfer of one of 
the hydrogen atoms-with the formation of a more stähle 

Such transfers are strongly facilitated hy the fragment- 
ed form of the skeleton of ths hydrocarbon molecule, It 
aprears most probable from geometric considerations that 
such transfers must occur most reaöily in B. j$" position - 
{i.e., through one atom of carbon}» Detailed findings 
which would permit the determination of the true median- 
Ism of such regroupings are es yet \raavailable* 

/She  results'of~research Into end products in the 
photolysis of ketcmes 32/ may serve as arguments in fav- 
or of the supposition stated here. 

CHjCHgCHg, ÖH3, 
+hv—»2C2H4+   ~~>C - 0 

GH30H2CH2
/ Q¥,~f 
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and. 

CH3 

and In the case of electrochemical synthesis of define 
from partially üeulerlzed acids 33/ 

CD3-CH2-0OOH-^aD2 ='CH2J CH3~CD2^0DOH~~->CH2 = CD2 ; 

CI>3wCH2~0H2«COOH—■—-»CDj-CH = 0H2 ; 

CH5~GH2-0D2"COOH—>ÖH3-CH = GI)2S 

which can be most simply explained especially with the 
aid of such a transfer of one atom of hydrogen. 

The disintegration' of a radical as described by 
■us. which explains the appearance of olefin© of low- 
molecular weight» does not however represent a chain 
y\ T*-*% C* fi> &. *-3 

"'"""it can be seen from the above stated that the multi- 
stage disintegration of the initially-formed radical R- 
wtii' continue"to he realised, until a sufficiently stable 
radical of lou-moleoular weight R- is formed, for which 
the rrobabilitv of disintegration will be smaller than 
the Probability of interaction with one of the raoleoules 
of substance that has not been subjected to completed 
reaction* Such a reaction wMoh can be described in 
thö f"or*'fß 

IV + RH - R*H + R   . (22) • 

artö will namely represent the continuation of the chain* 
is the result of it, the heavy radical R will be formea 
afi-ain, and it, in its ovn tuxrn, may be subjected to re- 
neateö dissociation resulting in the formation of a 
obtain number of molecules of unsaturated hydro carbons 
and of the radical type Rs , capable of entering; again 
into reaction of chain propagation* Lot us also note 
that saturated hydrocarbons being formed in the course 
nf  Ruoh processes must mosses a cosuarati-yely sraall 
molecular ueijlit, CCH4/C2H6). 

Inasmuch.as the".genesis of chains represents tue 
ffi/'<st a-rad-ual and slowest orocess in the chain reaction 
o-f thermal cracking, it is absolutely clear that the in« 

1 crease of speed of this process (e.g., at the expense Jj 
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of various irradiations ar.d additions) will permit the    f 

carwr'inp out cracking at considerably lower temperatures. 
Craoiclnir of hvärooarbons ana of their derivations can 

■.■b& :tocöi06ä through irradiation ox* adding of substances 
^f.ft'h/;i^ac5ii Y dlRJnt «jurats into radicals«    This can be 

*   i«      '" % -   i   of thft order of 200°,  while the !■'SPK'T'i 

at töiaosraturos of 500-6OC 

""'whenÄ"oompariöS the erackins velocities of two   —- 
hyaroo&rtoons one should» of course, take into oonsldera- • 
tlon the s-oeeds'of all-three, basic processes — the ori- 
gin of chains, the disintegration of the radical (21) 
and the reaction of chain propagation (22K 

Since it is usually accepted that the origin of 
a chain In xniT-e :hyäi^ o&rhons  occurs at the rupture of 
the bond. G-G, for the not very  light ■ molecules (Kith a 
number of atoms 0 in excess of 3-4-), the rate of forma- 
tion can be regarded as more or less identical** On the 
basis of this -proposition, certain conolusions about 
the speed of the T>i»ocese ean he drawn in a nwnhor of 
cases'! This is to "be clone through consideration of the 
structure of reacting molecules.  For the sake of an 
exBM'olef  let ua compare of butane and isocmtane trader 
identical conditions»* 

Process R* + BH -■  R?H + R (where R'. represents 
radical OH'5) will proceed faster in isohuta/ne, because ' 
the Dooclinh of the" tertiary atom H is aoiae 4.5 kilogram- 
calories lower» than that of the secondary 29/* ' On'the 
other hand, radical CH^-öH-CHg-OH^ should disintegrate 
ffiors readily into propjlene a/ti<5 Ofi-j than radical (0H3/3O 
»« for hatch the sole way of ?lisintegration Into (GEj/joG- 
CHo-HH recraires considerably more energy« Therefore," 
Ii'"is to "he expected that ieohutane is subjected to 
cracking at a lower rate than normal butane, This is 
confirmed by escperlroentai data 35/ On the other haohs 
such difficulty loos not exist when we oorapars the 
eracking of v&ntsxie  sill isooentane, because the radical 
(OH3)P<3-OK2-OKT5 disintegrates into COHjbC^OHo and OH3 

with smopoxitaately the same r-ate as the «ox^al pectyl 
radical". Therefore we are justified in OUT  expectation 
that"in this ease th© rate of cracking of isoparaifin 

Wor'ox&hm&a,  is also the possibility of a chain originat- 
ing; as a result of a rupture of one of the "bonds -C-H.  j 

""This does not affect the validity of all of our subee-— 
■ quant considerations« 
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~1 
will be higher than that of normal paraffin« This de- 
duction Is also confirmed through experiment 36/* 

Mow let us examine the catalytic cracking of hy- 
drocarbons» with the aim of determining possible com- 
mon traits'of reactions of this oaiss and of the pro- 
cesses of homogenous pyrolysis^ and to clarify the pos- 
sibilities of its occurrence along the lines of radical 
chain mechanisms 

It is known that heterogenous cracking of hydro- " 
carbons proceeds, depending on the properties of the 
catalyst, in two ways —. radically and ionically» The 
first mechanism is characteristic for catalysts of the 
type of activated? eoal, the second -» for the ionic 
catalysts of the aluso-silicate type* When activated 
coal is employed«, one of the hydrogen atoms breaks off, 
first of all, from the hydrocarbon molecule, 'The radi- 
cal'obtained dissociates successively, jnst as in the 
gaseous phase, into olefins and lighter radicals« A new 
possible direction of reaction emerges in this process, 
a/direction which was absent, in homogenous cracking. 
Unstable'radicals, capable of further disintegration 
In the gaseous phase,- interacting with adsorbed atoms 
H, form"saturated molecules» 'It follows, that on coal 
cracking.should produce greater relative quantities of 
paraffins than produced through homogenous pyrolysis» 
At the same time, paraffins formed in the course of .cata- 
lytic erschlug should possess, on the average, a greater 
molecular weight» These conclusions correspond with 
experimental data 37A 

This sehetneTea&s to the following conclusions 
for each hydrocarbon molecule RH, which entere into re- 
actions there should be formed always one molecule of 
saturated hydrocarbon of a rather low-molecular weight 
(of the E'H'typeK But it-follows from experiment that 
cracking of a number of saturated hydrocarbons (various 
Isomerio he?;anes) on ooal producea approximately 150 
molecules R!H per 100 molecules of RH 37/* ^£lis points 
to the presence of some other secondary" mechanism which 
secures"the formation of saturated hydrocarbons from 
olefins formed during the disintegration of the heavy 
radical R. That euch processes .do actually occur is 
indicated also by the large percentage of paraffins in 
the oroduots of olefin cracking on coal. To the first 
approximation it can be assumed that the initially 
formed radical has approximately equal probabilities 
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"of disintegrating Into a long radical, and a short ole«    « 
fan or    in"'reverse,     into a short  radical BXVI a Ions 
oietliu  '"Because  the latter is cracked on coal approxi- 
mately 1" thf^ same wa? as the maximal hydrocarbons,   such 

■'a-i^öoftßg must ieaa to the  quantity of ratio X^Jl}_ = lt5 

where £i(RH)  is the  rmaber of soleoiiLos öf saturated hydro- 
carbons which have entered the  reaction« 

A number of peculiarities of catalytic processes  — 
(in -oartJoolar,  their radical, character)  allows one to 
surmose that at their basis lies a ohaln mechanism. 
But"" the inadequacy of our information does not permit 
us  to conduct "an analysis of this supposition that voula 
n« + ,-,  vv^'t fl^we convincing     Accepting the applioahi- 
3 1iy\f' oonce-ts  about  chaina  to   these  reactions,   it   is 
o-^sil'he to ooatalate the followins two mechanisms:     _ 
e^f,hAj- a  chalfl mechanism,   in which a oeriairs numoer oi 
links r,f each ovcle  ie  materialized  on  the surface,  or 
a  ?lmme chain of reactions,   characteristic for vapor» 
nhap^crackloPu with a heterogenoue origin of chains, 
* '  "     The basic  Qualitative  distinctions of processes 
of ^rack^nr-'    nroceeäing.  in  conformity with ionic meoaan- 
Iftifl'on"so-called actaie-baeic catalysts   (alua-sllicatee 
ana others),   are;  a noticeable increase in the propor» 

' tion of olefins  In the oracSeins products,  a aecrease^ 
in the average molecular weight- of these olefina, _ an-o^ 
*"in?ily -«- tie presence of considerable, ißomeriaation^ 

"vhes© facts find the following explanation! .  If 
in oraohin^ on coal  the olefins formed in  the aiamte- 

■'■-rpt.ion of'the radiola are capable»   in their own turn, 
of Wane- subleoted to radical cracking,  then .on catalysts 
of the type of alua-ailicates the  olefins experience's, 
totäir»  different transformation.  Supposing that OB th 
sur.faoe of auch catalysts  there are free ions of hydro. 
vc-n,  which easily enter into reactions with äouole 
bonded cotraounaä"fortriss oarbonium-lons   ^.i* 

trie 
o« 

«««■iai/ 

H*   + RG = GBR1 —» RCH2-GHR* . (S3) 

Subsequent  direction of the reaction is deterain- 
ed by the properties of tri~vale«t ion C** 

,     Srhep^^onclusions follow fro® the analysis of data on    . 
'-—ttxe cracking of isomerxc -aexanes jh/h — 
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If the double bond is  situated in position 1 
{1-butane,  1-pentane,  etc.)  then,  in accordance with 
Markovnlkov's rale,   ion H+ attaches itself to group GH2 
and there,is formed carboniua-ion of the type 

1 

4- 
CH^-CH«CH2- 

> 

Such ooirolex carbonium-ions are unstable and readily 
disintegrate with a transferral of the positive charge- — 
ana the" formation of "a double bond» e.g.': 

0H^-aH-CH2-0H2-CH2R-——>CH3-0H = CH2+CH2-ÖH2R.  (2*) 

The ion thu sly« formed has two povisibilities — either 
to disintegrate with the formation of ethylene and an 
ion of R+,"or to regroup into a more stable ion as per: 

SH2-CH3R— > 0H2 ~ CHR+H+-—-»CH3-&R       (25) 

with a further« disintegration along .the lines of the 
mechanism earlier described.    The relation of the rates 
of these two processes roust be determined by the  struc- 
ture of radical residue R and by the properties of the 
catalysts.    Because theriBo-dynaiiieally that ion G* is 
most stable with which the least number of atoms of hy- 
drogen is connected,  it ]s to be expected that carbonium- 
ions with a great number of atoms  0 will isomerize, 
forming ions of. the type 

+ 
R-C-R" 

The mechanism of formation of a oarbonlum-lon 
of iso-structure may be visualized  in the following 
mannen 

Ht  + GH2  = CH-OHa-CHj _^CH3-CH-GH2-CH3—>ÖH3-0H=0H[2   * 

J 
9CH2-CH-CH3-—->0H2=Q-CH3+H 3CH3-C-CH3. 

CH3 CH3 CH3 

«ITXs~a^£on?tratea by direct computation %%/,  that the 
energy of affinity of the proton to atoms of C in comp. 
tjoundss  HpO-CHaj  H2C=CHCH3;  B^C^GCE^CHj are  correspond- 
ingly equal?  152 and 152;   175.5 and 168,5;  189 and 168 Kc al 
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The final aot of the -disintegration process and 
of isoraerlzatlon of the olefin lies In the return of 
lone H4* to the catalyst»  with the formation of a to-» 
f&turated ooapcimä* 

All of the  foregoing indicates  that the olefin, 
formed  tiipou^h disintegration  of the primary radical  in 
ionic  oatalytic cracking»   Is cracked further with 'the 
formation of either olefitie. of small weight,  or of 
isomerlc oleflns, and the formation of saturated hydro - 
carbons' occurs in olsfin disintegrations  apparently,  ■   ■ 
very seldom«    From this It .follows,  in particular,  that 
in aecbrdance with experimental findings! 37/ these 
processes havejj^ji^ 

MM] • ~ss* •*• • 

+ It smst.be noted that in the.presence of ions 
H"% CK^ etc.f also possible are processes of inner re» 
grouping; and isomeriaation of radicalsf which lead to 
the formation of more stable radicals, suoh as, 

-CHg-CK2-GH2-R + H
+——*CK3-CH-CK2-R + H

+    (2?) 

■ UH'ai-üß-ÜHp-R 4- Gii-*~—-——^-CB^-C-Ohp-n * Ji     U-'<3; 
I i 

GH-j 

These processes allow us to explain the emergence 
in ionic cracking, öf considerable quantities of iso- 

The following summation oan 'be made of the fore- 
p^oln^;  examination of the processes of vapor-phase and 
catalytic cracking. In the gaseous phase the process has 
a chain character", the origin of chains ooeurriBg with 
a ruofure i'n the C»>C connection bond»* The break-up of 
the skeleton is realized by way of the disintegration 
of the radical with the formation of olefins,  The oon« 
tlnuation of the chain and the appearance of paraffins 
occurs vrhen the radical breaks off an atoai H fron» the 
molecule of the initial substance« 

In radical catalytic cracking the primary act 
consists'In the break-off of atom E from the molecule» 
followed by the disintegration of the radical, just as 

I «See note to page 68? 
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in the ^aseous phase, limited by the possibility of 
saturation of the radical by way of incorporating one 
of the Gtoms H, adsorbed on the surface» 

t.~  4-u^ ,W-:C5,A n-p ift-Mn rmt.s "Lvtic cracking tue J. I 

"1 

H'-fRH = R'H + R 

and of the reaction of interaction of Rf with atom H 
cheirdsorbed on the surface* 

III. Termination of Chains 

*q a result of reactions with the participation ^ 
0f •Pre-"'^ad'jeal8} sueh low-activity compounds are formeQ 
that their further transformation does.not leact to the 
regeneration of the active radical. The development 
of"the reaction chain Is thus terminated. Reactions 
of Mil* kind are called reaction of disruption of chains. 

~ A*  was -oointea out earlier, free valency cannot ^ 
dls^o^esr in the reaction of a radical witn a saturates 
nodule. Therefore a reaction of chain disruption _ 
must'foe either the recombination of two radicals or tae 
format3on of low-activity radical, which, aeapioe »He 
availability of free valency, is not capable ox enter« 
In«1 into reaction of chain continuation«,      _ 

' w " It must be noted that the concept of activity on 
the nart of a radical is relative and is determined by 
cheralcal orooerties of that system in which tae given 
radicals are formed» Thus, for Instance, the formation 
of "radical CCI3 in the oxidation of hydrogen in the pre- 
sence of OOI4 leads to the termination 01 the chain, 
because it cannot enter into the reaction ox caai *' P™- 
oa^ation with H2 or 02. But in photochemical polymeriza- 
tion of a number of paraffins, the same radicals uuio, 
entering into reaction with a monomer, continue tae   j 

- chains £/• ~~ 
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'   1 
Let us first examine reactions of the interac- 

tion between two active particles (radicals or atoms). 
In the double-collision of two atoms (e.g., H+H) the 
formation of a stable molecule is highly improbable* 
foe whole energy of reaction (for hydrogen « 102.7 
feiloc;i!a.ffi»ealoriös/raoleö'ul0S) will be concentrated 
tnaitilv in one vibrational degree of freedom, and the 
newlv-formed molecule- (quasl-molecule) again dissoci- '_ 
ates into atoms. Stabilization of the ouasi-iaoleoule 
is possible only In that .case when during the period 
of its existence (-—10~/Ä seconds) it succeeds in trans« 
ferring its excess energy to some other molecule. In 
other words, this means that a recombination of two_^ 
atoms can occur only in the case of triple inter-oolli- 
sioos of the type 

A + A + M = Ä2 + Mj (29) 

where M —» any particle* 
Tlie correctness of this  supposition was proven 

bT exoerlroents on measuring the effect of general pres- 
sure and, of additions of various gases on the speed 
of recombination 40» 41/» 

The efficao? oF"various molecules In the function 
of the third body in reaction   (29)  depends on their 
ph'/sioo-ohearioal properties and on the number of de- 
grees of freedom," capable of participating In the redis- 
tribution of eoerg? of recombination.    Thus,  for In- 
st.anoß,   if was demonstrated  through  direct experiments^ 
.that in the  case of recombination of 'bromine atoms the 
effectiveness of molecules. Qg&6$   ^'Ot   ÖH4., N2»  Ho and 
of atoas He are related as 60sl0:7i4.5:2:1.    The Btabi- 
tizUur ability of hiatoTiiie moleoules ana of atoms of 
inert"gases   (Ho,  N?5  0?,  He,   Ar)  iß  definitively 
i'o^KOÄoachno  ? j clot era in eel through their masses and 
through their effective gaseous kinetic  cross-seetioo 17/ 

When collision of two sore complex radical  (e.g. 
CF-r;,   GgRuv  etc) occurs,  energy of reaction can reclia« 
trVnute Itself on various  degrees, of freedom,  which 
oometimes leads to stabilisation of newly-forsaeä mole- 
cules even in the absence of the third particle*! 

ilpi^vril'tlv»  stabilisation of the quasi »..molecule occurs 
especially"well on the wall which facilitates the ärain-. 

_iog of energy  (see 34/* Pa8e l8^e ~* 
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C2H5  + C2H5  = C4H10 (30) 

Increased Äiiergy-öoHfcettt In the guasi-molecula 
e&a goa^times lead to  a diff^eöi reactions  the so*aäli«- 
ed a^aötlcm of ulsproportiofiätiöns 

CH3-CH2-  + -CH2-CH3 ———>0H3-CH3  + ÖH2 = CH2s   (31) 

äs a result of which' two stable molecules are formed* 
one of vrhleh possesses-a double'bond.    Interrelation- 
ship betwöen speeds of reactions   (30)  and  {31}  is de« 
t&rmlneü. by the structure of interacting radicals, 
energy of reaction and by the decree of complexity of 
the -ffiolocule being formed.     Thus,  for- instance,  in ths 
case of recombination of n-butyl radicals,  emerging 
in the photochemical hydrogenation of butane,  the re« 
action of disproportionation>k51) 

2n-C4H9—>C4H3  + C4H10 

proceeds merely half as faßt, as the reaction of dimeriza- 
tion 26/ of reaction'(30) 

'8Hia. 

But in the case of isobutyl radicals only isobutyl 
is formed almost exclusively. 

The diraerlzation of the allyl radical 

20H2 = CH-CK2--—™->0H2 ~- CH-OH2-OH2-ÖH -~ CH2, 

in the course of which considerably less energy is given 
off than in the reaction of two allyl radicals (as, e.g., 
(30))} proceeds also without any practically discernible 
disproportionation (see 26/, P&ges 34-6-34-3, 174.), 

The above mechanism of reaction of disproportion- 
ation (31) is based on the acceptance of transfer of 
atom H in a complex molecule into the y$-position (see 
also page 636). This assumption appears sore general 
than the usual scheme 

GH3~GH2- 
+ CH3-CH2- ———JCH3-OH3 + CH2 = CH2 (31s ) 

because in the case of more complex reactions of this 
type, e.g., in the case of interaction of propylic radi-. 

I Ga'isj the usual scheme (31' ) requires the breaking off -J 
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of two 'bonds of G-H with the transfer of atoms H to ? 

iiexgM)orIn/3 atoms G}  while mechanism  (31)  allows  an 
explanation of the passage of the reaction with the aid 
of the breaking of only one bohd  0-K. 

Analysis of experimental data leaca   to  the  sam« 
ocmölueiDii,     The öate uasd  1B oa  eleotro^oh-^rdoai ayuiM- 
sis of hydrocarbons from partially leaterlseö butyrde 
&,u.x,u   us^ijj.yjüijyi'UUn   „pp ,      Uiöu.ri. uUüIuli  oi   SvOlüö   .t/iü 
molecules of propaxiiT~arjd propylene,'obtained through       -"** 
the reaction.of dispr^portioiaatkm,  which takes plao«9 
according to ansh.ysis  findings,  as per» the ecmaticyns 

fiifU—    ■"«■UV«    «f\„ v   ntJ-»    fir    —    f T>-v     £-    ^U->    nil-s    ,">'!■•••   r.-; 
„/ w. ^* ' „/ 4~ r.<' --> £*.. * 

points to the correctness of the eahiier»stateä ass-unip- 
tion [that If one proceeds from scheme (31' ), then pro- 
pylene shcyalci represent a mixture of CH3~CH ~~  CDo and 
CHp = CH~GD2Kjf [preceding brackets in oM.pin.al textj« 

All three examined reactions (29) j, (30) s arid (31) 
represent processes connected with the mutual oompensa« 
tion of free valencies of tv?o Inter-'aeting raaic&ls. 
flis speed of those processes, which lead to the dis- 
ruption of two chains of reaction, is proportional to 
the second cieype® of concent rat ion of active particles 
(quadratic disruption). 

Calculation of reactions of such kind,, men examin- 
ing the aechanias of ohain processes * proves to he ful- 
ly sufficient in a number of cases for the purpose of 
explaining all. of the hinetie regularities of these re« 
•.actions as observable in experiments. The common indi- 
cation which points at the substantial role of reactions 
of Qiiaäratio disruption iti a process under examination 
lies in the proportionality of the apeed of reactions 
to the square root of speeö of chain formation (in the 
case of artificial initiation of chains) or to the 
•squar«© root of concentration of one of primary sub» 
stances (in thermal reaction). 

However, the above-stated pertains to unraraifieö 
chain reactions only« or-In the case of ramified, chains«» 
to such values of p" and T which lie a sufficient distance 
frooi the values for ohain ignition* . 

he rather ßharo transformations v?hile v  and T T> 

I, 

0hange neyliyibly, from stationary slow reaction to 
Isothers!e ignition -«* characteristic for reactions 
with ratal fled chains —» cannot be explained on the 
basis of the -proposition that the chains suffer a 
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quadratic disruption* The critical character of these $ 
phenomena was successfully interpreted only on the basis 
of a concept of reaction of chain termination, flowing 
along the lines of the first order~with respect to con- 
centration of free radicals* Termination reactions of 
the first order can proceed in homogenous environment 
[pnediuiaj as noil as on the wall. 

Termination of a. chain in case of reactions in 
a volume is observed, as was noted earlier, when the  — 
reaction ..of an active reaction-capable particle* forms a 
low-activity radical. The speed of formation of such 
radicals does indeed determine the length of reaction 
chain8« 

A number of substances, called inhibitors, inter- 
act especially readily with free radicals and, because 
it follows from a large body of data pertaining to the 
most diverse reactions that the faster the reaction of 
radical with molecule the less active is the new radi-- 
cal thereby forcing, the addition of such substances 
can quite considerably hamper the reaction* 

As an example, let us examine the action of mole- 
cular iodine on the chain ignition of hydrogen with 
oxygen YJj*    It is sufficient to add several thousandths 
of one percent of iodine to the mixture H2+O2 t'C order 
to displace the area of ignition by several tens of 
degrees in the direction of high temperatures.  This 
shows that a minute addition.of an inhibiting substance 
can fully empress a reaction which occurs practically 
instantaneously in the absence of the inhibitor»  Such 
a strong action on the part of the inhibitor becomes 
understandable, if we take into consideration, that 
the rate constant of the basic process into which atoms 
of K enter in the case of oxidation of a pure mixture 
H+Op ~ OH-K), under the conditions of experiment (1=500°) 
is 1C- times smaller than the rate constant of reaction 
H + I? - HX+I, and that reaetiveoess of atoms of i is 
considerably below that of radical OK and atom 0 {the 
constant of speeds of reactions 

I *-Eg ~  HI * Ks 0 + Hg ~  OH+H and OH+Hg = H2O+H 

are correspondingly in a ratio, as l:l«3xlO°{l.:clOO* • 
The came braking action upon the oxidation of 

hydrogen is also exerted by various hydrocarbons. 

*3ee 19/1  po-g© 110, 
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1 
However, because the speed of processes of the type 
H +RH = E*Hp is many times smaller5 than that of re- 
action-H+ I2 - H i+ i, it is necessary to employ iarper 
additions of these substances (of the order of Osl~il) 
in. oroer to obtain significant effects*.: Effectiveness 
of bracing depends<, -in. this case &B  well, on two factors 
relative rate of the reaction H+PJ-I ~ R-fHo and on  the 
reactiveness of radical R, ^ 

Disruption oan.be effective only if radical R is' *"" 
considerably more inert than the. corresponding particle 
that comes into existence through reaction is a primary 
W^-'i^. '.-- <£l £•■-*>>- <-: Li 1 \P & 

As a, graphic example of the fact that effective- 
ness of inhibition is determined by the activity of the 
radio?..! {obtained with the partioipation of the inhi- 
bitor molecule) ve can take the earlier-stated compari- 
son ( p&ge 686) between the effectiveness of isobuiane 
and propylene in the capacity of inhibitors of complex 
urocess.es» Although speeds of radicals formation 

„OPV „Otr   <-•■   ppA   nnfl    flW-i-   r   P'J-? "u.'i^vii   —   ^"d   citiu    uri "S""y*"'i^.ii 5 
_     "      | " 

are .approximately identical, the first one is consider- 
ably sore inert (QUO to a double bond). It is precise- 
ly because of this that propylene inhibits chain reac- 
tions nraoh more than isobutane. 

Very ofteriy especially at low pressures, the. 
termination of reaction chains in -a homogenous environ- 
ment occurs aa a result of heterogenons reactions of 
atooia 8.11(2 radicals. %ne  speed of these reactions is 
characterised» in the"general instance» by the effec- 
tiveness of interaction of the atom (or radical) with 
the surface1» and by conditions of diffusion of active 
particles towards the wall»  When values of £ are small, 
termination of chains is limited to the chemical stage 
(kinetic- area); at great values of £—■ to diffusion (area 
of diffusion). It is obvious in the second case that the 
effective speed of chain, termination»- equal to the speeö. 
of offfusion of atoms towards the surface, will be 

*7he "follov?iug ratio is called effectiveness of inter- 
action of atom with the surfaces 

the number .of collisions of atom with surface, lead- 
c _ ^]^LJ££§£i^ ——«._ »^«---^--.-»™»«-^. 
£•" The^total IramlSeTr of collisiontT~öT the atoia with" sur- 

face«, . 
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jffibinatlon of atoms of hydrogen cm 
It was  established' that the seohan 

s consists of the following element ary 

+ waii- 

H + Ho a? — 

I for- 

-> Ha<!s- 

—brigade 

atoms of lies within the lia?« i'iiö value of _    . 
its  fr-oK 10"*r  to 1.    The probability of r-eoombinaticm of 

H is very, .'great on Pt,Pe?Ag and a number of oxides 
"Very ssiall values of 

fusee! glas a,  glase 
7n'1   fir-.~"7      M  Pit   PVi   off 17/   Ao / 

£fi are -characteristic for lYesHl'y -  „.,.  „ .„,.. 
arid quartz,, rinsed Cpromytyytj K234O7, and for M-l), ■ I" 
is necessary to note that solely pure reoordbinatlon Is 
not always oh-se'rvable in cases of the interaction of 
atoifis.on thfi ._. .urface. Thus,, when atoms H interact with 
 „   quantity of activity of the surface increases 
in the course of the experiment (whereby MoO^ is partial- 
ly transformed, into MoOg), and then the surface 'becomes 
stabilised and the speed of reaction remains constant. 
In other instances (PhO,. 2o0) the'surface changes con- 
stantly under the action of atoms, and oxide la first 
restored to metal» and the latter reacts with formation 
of hydrides, affect of atoms H on ooal produces hydro- 
carbons 45/* 

l't"*iä interesting to note here that parotleslly 
all surfaces* v.'hloh possess large  (?t saä" other metals, 
2n0» '0rpOTt,Mo03-Mo0p*, etc*) are also catalysts of hydra» 
tton anfi aehyämtloriu On the other hand» £^ is not large 
011 cr&oicing catalysts (coal and. alumo-silioates). In 

^Ms'lalcmaniaai is confirmed by direct experiments, 
which shov* that adsorption of hydrogen atoms 011 glass 
is, In some conditions, irreversible arid that the sta- 
tionary speed of recombination is determined as much 
.faster Iti repeated experiments» _J 
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Bxiüh manner arises the possibility of comparison betveer 
QTaaltivß ann hydrosenation and dehydrogenation proper- 
ties o£~catalysts through the extent of the effectiveness 
of •s^Gombination of hydrogen atoms,    Furthermore,  since 

ation of atomi is a radical reaction,  on X   C- U vJiiiV,^ „ 

the basis on the -earlier-noted parallelism the conolu-y 
sioa 8ua:aests  itself  that  the question of the poasiDili- 
ty~of chain mechanism of some hetenogeaous oatalytio re- 
actions can be solved precisely by way of study of — 
hetp.roffftnous reactions of free atoms ana radicals* 

'"""in  sumnins m> the above»stated comments about re- 
actions  of ohain disruption  in the first and second orders, 
t.ViA f'o"'lnT?inr;.' must he noted.» 

Tb« -n^'nortionality of the rate to the square root 
of onnnenir^tlon of initial substances or of rate o±  Ini- 
ttetloa in complex reactions points to- the dominant roxe 
of oa&a^atic  disruption.     Absence of suoii a depenaence, 
and 'BIP-O the presence'of isothersle  ignition  sin the 

e of ramified  chains)  indicates termination via trie 

ane "ignition area »~ when the concentration of active 
particles"reaches very largo values — the reactions of 
oaadratio aisrwtion again enter into force, 

A very important practical significance is aeld 
hv reactions"'of chain disruption in the examination of 
th* r>ronTeY* of the nosslbillty of spreading of the flasse 
iJmäesT various  conditions»     Ho  exact  cheoioal  theory of 
tbepe nhßnomeKa has been created up till now*    It is 
ii-n<^ni tbflt a number of substances,   called phleymaflze.~ 
tors   (CCU,  SnCl4,   C2H4CI2 aad others),  decrease the 
P^rvl of the  flame or make its  spreadtas completely 
l^DOBRihlo,    Presence of 3ust In cjaseous mixture,   ana 
ish «otpp «apes — of specially powdered particles of 

■varioye  salts   (in tho'main, halogen compound3 of alkali 
and alkali-?aath aetals)  often leads to the same eneet 

"BßOÄ^se the nhenomenon of flame-spreading is 
comUtioneä tav chemical reaction of cumins and also be- 
r>"*'\~~> nhh-Pih-^e^s are very close in their cheaical 
irwUos^to  inhibitors of oxidation reactions,   and 
the^ohleanaiisinn action of various films ana dusts 
is olo«Al-;r connected with their effectiveness vita        _j 

44/ 
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respect to the recombination of active particles (atoms ' 
H and radicals OH, ÖH3, etc*), we have all the reason 
to suppose that the action of all these substances on 
flarae'-surealiny is connected with the annihilation of 
active centers ", 

bater-ial presented in thi« article doss not, by 
far5 erobrace all of the available in literature data 
about the chemical properties-of free radicals, A de- 
tailed treatment of this problem is impossible within  - 
the Halted boundaries of an article for a journal* 
Therefore we were forced to make use of only those, works 

'■which have a direct bearing upon the basic questions 
discussed in this article» When selecting these key- 
questions we endeavored to put in relief those peculiar- 
ities of' the chain theory, which until now had been dis- 
cussed in literature without sufficient detail. Be- 
cause of this» we äiö not at all touch upon a large 
group.,of .works devoted to reactions of atoms 0 anä H 
and radicals OK with various molecules,-the results 
of vrhich are well known to the Soviet reader (works 
by Avraaenko» Kondrat'yev and others). But even in 
the method of presentation worked out by as -« classi- 
fication of elementary reactions not acoorb.ltyt to their 
chemistry [kheaizm ?], but according to their part in 
the chain process, it of course remained still impossi- 
ble 'to oresent within the narrow frame of the article 
a detailed, ana strictly logically consistent picture 
of the courses.of all of the basic chain processes» We 
devoted primary attention to questions which are being 
discussed for the first time, or requiring — in our 
opinion — a reexamination, It must be stressed that 
it is oreeisely those questions which are at the pre- 
sent most controversial, and if in some cases our argu*. 
mentations may be regarded as not fully convincing,, 
then in a number of other instances the stated suppoai«. 

• lions are hypothetical and must be either confirmed or 
in' the course of subsequent investigations.. 

Such a structure of the article permits us to 
lat, not'being a simple review„ it will prove be- 

neficial froirs the view .-point of a correct and goal- 
oriented formulation of chemical experimentation, and 
in that manner will facilitate further fruitful develop- 
ment of one of the most captivating; chapters of chemical 
science. 
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